
LandCorp feedback on the Draft Framework  - Urban Design Protocol for Australian Cities

LandCorp supports the objectives of the Australian Urban Design Protocol to encourage world-class urban design and architecture.

While the Draft Framework provides the basis for the development of a national framework that could facilitate better outcomes for urban and built form in Australian Cities there are many issues on different levels that need to be considered in order to transition to a culture of wide spread world-class urban design and architecture. 

We have identified a number of key issues that could be further considered as the protocol develops.

General
	The protocol should provide for the co-ordination and communication of existing policies, guidelines and strategies by developing and incorporating consistent terminology and aligning the goals with key objectives in existing sustainable development tools such as the GreenStar Communities Rating Tool. (This seems to have been addressed to some extent but as the Framework is still at a very high level it is hard to know if this consistency will be addressed at each level as the protocol develops.
	The target audiences need to be defined and a range of communication strategies should be developed to engage and guide different audiences. i.e. the level of detail required for Government, stakeholders, community etc.
	The understanding of truly sustainable development needs to be raised across all level of Government, the industry and the community. The need for a sophisticated and integrated approach to development is essential to ensure that different audiences understand the need to address all aspects through the design process including economic environmental and community requirements at every stage of a projects lifecycle.
	Strategies to build capacity in Government Agencies, Local Government and the Building and Development Industries should be addressed including the need for additional training, education and accreditation to uplift design understanding and skills. What are the implications for training?
	Quality Standards – need for agreed quality standards across the industry and all levels of government in terms of design process and final built form including affordable housing, public open space etc
	The protocol should demonstrate the importance of the design process in achieving high quality outcomes and provide for flexible guidance without reverting to prescriptive formulae.  

	The ability for the design process to analyse and bring together all aspects of sustainable development to produce urban outcomes that support economic, environmental and community goals.

The importance of specific location is key and the process required to achieve site and context specific outcomes across all levels is essential 
	Guidance on potential Governance structures, funding options and implementation strategies for the delivery of high quality built environments needs to be explored. Who will be responsible and how will they be reinforced, managed, monitored and reported?
	What will the implications be for the deliver of higher quality outcomes in the built environment in terms of :
		Resourcing and training in agencies, Government, the Building and 		Development 	Industries
		Will the Urban Design Protocol be mandatory or recommended and 		how will it be administered
		How will the Urban Design Protocol affect Investors?


